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markets are how societies feel 
about concrete things.
what if they were about 

abstract things?



an absolution exchange



too hard



so, some experiments



mechanical turk















finally:

putting a value 
on guilt





26 bad feelings
x

25 people
x

10 cents
=

$56
+

216 minutes of absolution 
from 56 people



the personal

leaving the office early
staying silent when i should have spoken up
hurting someone to protect my family
arguing with my parents as a child
laughing when something bad happens to someone else
treating a pet like an animal
forgetting my mother's birthday
buying jewelry for my wife that might have been stolen
not spending enough time with my child
treating people badly
hitting another car and driving away twenty years ago
for being too successful
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the global

driving someplace i could have walked
worrying about the future of capitalism
eating meat
paying taxes for a war i don't believe in
flying too much
watching the hungry go hungry
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the liminal

arguing with history
remembering how little i remember
being jealous of my friend's success
hoping for the impossible
being mad at my spouse because of a dream
forgetting to let go
obsessing about bad times
wondering if there is no point to life
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being mad at my spouse for something that happened in a dream
hoping for the impossible
being jealous of my friend's success
paying taxes because it helps a war i don't believe in
staying silent when i should have spoken up
worrying about the future of capitalism
hurting someone to protect my family
arguing with history
driving someplace i could have walked
remembering how little i remember
treating people badly
leaving the office early
arguing with my parents as a child
laughing when something bad happens to someone else
forgetting to let go
not spending enough time with my child
buying jewelry for my wife even though it might have been stolen
eating meat
flying too much
forgetting my mother's birthday
treating a pet like an animal
watching the hungry go hungry
hitting another car and driving away twenty years ago
for being too successful
wondering if there is no point to life
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something natural, but should be surely avoided
not a big offense
seems quite natural, but can be avoided
something to be though of
one must grow out of this habit

even though it is natural, should be avoided

walking is good for health. so it should be taken seriously. a small fine would remind it though
it is not your fault and so a small donation will do.
should be avoided
a small punishment for not adhering to rules
we always regret something which we did to our parents as a child.  so better to get rid of the ill feeling by paying a small charge.
it is something to be regretted.  so pauper-ed by a small amount may remind not to repeat.
sometimes forgetting to let go results in unwanted problems.  so to part a small amount may help
should plan and spend more time as a responsible parent
kleptomaniac's should be fined
It may help reduce the burden of running the charitable home.
can afford to spend some money on charity
Being able to contribute to charity will definitely make mother happy
once you decide to have a pet you should treat them well.  the punishment should be remembered.
providing food for the needy always helps feel better
what if you were given a ticket
sharing success with others in the form of money will bring happiness.
It may elate your feelings to see the people being helped by you, and you get a meaning in life.
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arguing with my parents as a child
eating meat
hoping for the impossible
being jealous of my friend's success
laughing when something bad happens to someone else
not spending enough time with my child
staying silent when i should have spoken up
treating a pet like an animal
treating people badly
watching the hungry go hungry
worrying about the future of capitalism
hitting another car and driving away twenty years ago
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"I don't understand the relationship 
between feeling better and giving 
money. "










